In this work, we study Crank-Nicolson leap-frog (CNLF) methods with fast-slow wave splittings for Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) with a rotation/Coriolis force term, which is a simpli cation of geophysical ows. We propose a new stabilized CNLF method where the added stabilization completely removes the method's CFL time step condition. A comprehensive stability and error analysis is given. We also prove that for Oseen equations with the rotation term, the unstable mode (for which u n+ + u n− ≡ ) of CNLF is asymptotically stable. Numerical results are provided to verify the stability and the convergence of the methods.
Introduction
One of the most common time discretizations in atmosphere and ocean codes is the implicit-explicit combination of the Crank-Nicolson and leap-frog methods, usually abbreviated as CNLF. The usual description is that CN is used to discretize physical e ects corresponding to fast waves and low energy while LF for high energy slow waves. One issue about this method is that the time step restriction of CNLF can be very restrictive if the normal splitting is not perfectly done, i.e., if some fast waves are present in the LF terms. Our aim herein is to propose a stabilized CNLF scheme, which is unconditionally stable, based on a splitting of NSE with rotation/Coriolis force motivated by the above description. This work is only one step to the very complex motivating application and many open questions remain. Through comprehensive analytic, nonlinear energy stability and convergence analysis as well as several numerical examples, we verify the superiority of our method over standard fast-slow splitting CNLF. The scheme proposed here is an extension of the stabilization method introduced in Jiang et al. [ ], which concerned the Stokes model and where partial results on stability were proven.
Consider thus the NSE with a rotation/Coriolis force, a great simpli cation of geophysical ow (see Kalnay [ ]), on a bounded domain subject to no-slip boundary conditions: (x, t) in Ω,
u(x, ) = u (x) in Ω and u = on ∂Ω.
( . )
Suppressing the spatial discretization, we must identify the parts to be discretized by CN vs. LF. Let U(x) denote a smooth, averaged uid velocity. Rewrite the momentum equation as where N(u, p) := (u − U) ⋅ ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p (fast wave component), Λ(u) := U ⋅ ∇u + f C × u (slow wave component).
We shall discretize in time by CNLF using the above splitting. For the rst time discretization, we employ a CNLF based on FAst-SLow splitting, which we call FASL: given u , p , u , p (computed by some second order, two-level methods, such as the classical Crank-Nicolson method, see, e.g., Heywood et al. [ ]) , nd u , u , . . . , p , p , . . . satisfying
Here the selected mean ow U(x) is assumed to be divergence free, to satisfy the same boundary conditions as u (x, t) , and to be stationary. The stability region of LF is the interval {z : Re(z) = and − ≤ Im(z) ≤ + }.
Thus, root condition analysis (see Johansson and Kreiss [ ] and Layton and Trenchea [ ] for more details)
suggests that skew symmetry of Λ is essential and for such Λ the time step restriction ∆t‖Λ‖ ≤ or ∆t
is necessary. Condition ( . ) can be prohibitive if the fast-slow splitting is not perfectly done and if the problem parameters are too big. This motivates us to introduce a STAbilization of CNLF with FAst-SLow splitting (STAFASL), which eliminates all restrictions for stability while maintaining an accuracy comparable to that of FASL. Our scheme reads: given u , p , u , p (computed by some second order, two-level methods), nd u , u , . . . , p , p , . . . satisfying
Here Λ * is the adjoint operator of Λ. Another important stability question involves the damping of the unstable mode. Generally, it is believed that CNLF will damp only the mode u n+ + u n− ; the unstable mode (for which u n+ + u n− ≡ ) of LF is not damped by CN. A round-o error can lead to growth in the unstable mode and thus modular time lters, such as the Roberts-Asselin-Williams lter (see Asselin [ ], Robert [ ] and Williams [ ]) , have been developed to deal with this limitation. The stabilized CNLF scheme presented in this paper partially addresses this issue: for the linearized form of NSE (Oseen equation, Layton [ ]), we prove that the stabilized CNLF discretization damps the unstable mode. This extends a result from Hurl et al. [ ] to the ow problem ( . ). Our numerical tests also demonstrate the asymptotic stability of the unstable mode for full NSE; however, a rigorous analysis for this case is an open question.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section , we give necessary de nitions and state well-known results which are used throughout the paper. In Section , for spatial discretization in FASL by a variational method (we specify FEMs but the same proof holds for spectral Galerkin methods [ , ] and Thom's nite di erence methods [ ]), we prove that FASL is stable in the absence of round-o errors under CFL condition, see Theorem . . The unconditional stability of STAFASL is established in Section . The asymptotic stability of the unstable mode is proved in Section for Oseen equations with a rotation term. Section is devoted to a complete convergence analysis of STAFASL. Finally, numerical experiments are given in Section for verifying our theoretical results. 
. Related Works

Notation and Preliminaries
Let Ω be an open, regular domain in , respectively. In particular, the L (Ω) norm and the inner product are denoted by ‖⋅‖ and (⋅, ⋅).
The space H −k (Ω) is the dual space of bounded linear functions on H k (Ω). A norm for H − (Ω) is given by
Let X be the velocity space and Q be the pressure space:
The space of divergence free functions is
The norm on V * (the dual of V) is de ned as
A weak formulation of ( . ) is: Find u :
We denote conforming velocity, pressure nite element spaces based on an edge-to-edge triangulation of Ω (with maximum triangle diameter h) by
We assume that X h and Q h satisfy the usual discrete inf-sup condition. Taylor-Hood elements, discussed in Brenner and Scott [ ] and Gunzburger [ ], are one commonly used choice of velocity-pressure nite element spaces. The discretely divergence free subspace of X h is
We assume the mesh and nite element spaces satisfy the following inverse inequality (typical for locally quasi-uniform meshes and standard FEM spaces, see, e.g., Brenner and Scott [ ]):
where c inv depends only on the shape (h e /ρ e , h e = diam(e), and ρ e is the diameter of the largest ball that can be inscribed in e) of the elements, see Verfürth [ ].
De ne the usual explicitly skew symmetric trilinear form
which can be easily proved by integrating by parts and using u h | ∂Ω = . b * (u, v, w) also satis es the bound
Stability of FASL with the CFL Condition
In this section, we prove nonlinear, long time stability of FASL under a CFL type condition for Navier-Stokes equations with a Coriolis term. The fully discrete approximation of ( . ) with FASL is:
The selection of the averaged velocity is necessarily application dependent. Many choices of U are possible; the theorem below only needs U = U(x), discretely divergence free, and U ⋅n| ∂Ω = . The computational aim is to choose a proper U so that the nonlinearity in the implicit CN discretized terms is small.
Theorem . (Stability of FASL).
Consider FASL scheme ( . ) . Suppose the following timestep restriction holds:
Then for any N ≥ , 
We rearrange the terms on the left-hand side of ( . ). Firstly,
The next two terms (which are skew-symmetric) can be rewritten as follows:
Summing up ( . ) from n = to N gives
Applying the inverse inequality to the trilinear term gives
The other skew symmetric term can be estimated as follows:
Hence,
. Then under the timestep condition, ( . ) follows.
Stability of STAFASL
In this section, we prove the unconditional stability of STAFASL for Navier-Stokes equations with a Coriolis term. The added stabilization eliminates the restriction on the timestep from CNLF, which gives us the unconditional stability. Just as in Theorem . , U only needs to satisfy U = U(x) and U ⋅n| ∂Ω = .
With FEM discretizations, we apply the usual explicitly skew symmetric trilinear form de ned in Section for both nonlinear parts discretized by CN and LF, respectively, to maintain the skew symmetry of the nonlinear terms. For the part discretized by LF, by ( . ), we have
Therefore for compactness, de ne the linear, skew symmetric operator By ( . ) and ( . ), we derive an upper bound on the norm of Λ h :
As we have seen in Theorem . , the only troubling term in FASL that gives rise to the CFL condition is
). To achieve unconditional stability, additional terms must be added to cancel out the e ect of this troubling term in the energy inequality. Toward this end, we consider a di erent way of bounding ( . ) and ( . ):
The second term in ( . ) is easily canceled out in the energy inequality. We only need to deal with the rst term, but this can be eliminated too by adding a stabilization term. The use of CN naturally induces the following stabilization term:
)‖ in the energy equality. An appropriate α needs to be selected to cancel the rst term in ( . ). Manipulating the coe cients in the stability proof shows that unconditional stability holds for any α > / .
For simplicity, we choose α = and the STAFASL scheme reads:
The stability of STAFASL is established in the following theorem.
Theorem . (Unconditional stability of STAFASL). STAFASL scheme ( . ) is unconditionally stable. Specically, for any N ≥ , there holds
h )/ and multiply through by ∆t. This gives, after adding and subtracting ‖u
Applying Young's inequality to the right-hand side, ( . ) reduces to
By ( . ), we have
Using skew symmetry of Λ h , ( . ) can be rewritten as
Summing up ( . ) from n = to N results in
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
and the stability follows.
Asymptotic Stability of the Unstable Mode for Oseen Equations with a Rotation Term
In this section, we show that the unstable mode of CNLF is actually stable for the time dependent Oseen problem with a rotation/Coriolis term:
Here, U(x) is assumed to be a smooth, divergence free velocity eld.
. The Damping of Unstable Mode of FASL Scheme
The corresponding FASL time stepping method for ( . ) is:
We prove that the unstable mode of (FASL-Oseen) is damped under the CLF condition.
Theorem . . Consider (FASL-Oseen). Suppose the following condition holds: 
Proof. The only di erent term u
of NSE from the time dependent Oseen problem vanishes after taking inner product with (u
)/ . Therefore we use the stability results of Theorem . without proving. As in the proof of Theorem . , we have for the time dependent Oseen problem with Coriolis term
where
Under condition ( . ), which is exactly the same as ( . ), we have the following stability result:
The stable mode is stable. In particular, if the body force f = , dropping nonnegative terms in the left-hand side, then ( . ) reduces to
By the Poincaré inequality, we have 
Denote Adding ( . ) and ( . ) and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young's inequalities gives, for any α, < α < ,
Recall that
Summing ( . ) from n = to N gives
. Using ( . ) and ( . ) from the proof of Theorem . , we have the following bound on B N :
where < ϵ < . Plugging ( . ) into ( . ) gives
Under the conditions δ < ϵν CC ∞ and ∆t < α
both the stable and the unstable modes are stable. Since α and ϵ are arbitrary in ( , ), the second condition in ( . ) is equivalent to ∆t < C − ∞ . This is the same condition, ( . ), to ensure stability of (FASL) in Theorem . and therefore also a su cient condition for the stability of the time dependent Oseen problem. δ > is also arbitrary, so we can always pick δ to have the rst condition in ( . ) satis ed. By Theorem . , under the time step restriction ( . ), ϵ N+ is positive and therefore D N+ is also positive:
Dropping nonnegative terms in left-hand side of ( . ) gives
So the unstable mode is also stable. In particular, assume the body force f = . Then dropping some nonnegative terms reduces ( . ) to
This completes the proof of Theorem . .
. The Damping of Unstable Mode for STAFASL Scheme
The stabilization we added to FASL eliminates the time step condition, controlling the stable mode. We next prove that for the Oseen problem with a rotation/Coriolis term, this stabilization also controls the unstable modes without requiring any time step restriction. The corresponding STAFASL time stepping method for ( . ) is: 
Proof. The regular stability proof will follow exactly the proof of Theorem . and we will use its results without proving. As in the proof of Theorem . , we have
in (STAFASL-Oseen), multiply through by δ∆t, where δ > , and then add and subtract δ∆t‖u n h ‖ . Then (STAFASL-Oseen) becomes 
). Applying Young's inequality gives, for any ϵ, < ϵ < ,
The second term on the right-hand side can be rewritten as
Then ( . ) becomes
After shifting the index of the second sum, we obtain
Plugging ( . ) into ( . ) gives
Under the conditions ∆t‖Λ h ‖ * < ϵν δ and > ϵ , we have the stability of both the stable and unstable modes. Since ϵ in ( , ), we pick ϵ = and the second condition is satis ed. Note that ‖Λ h ‖ * is bounded,
and δ > is arbitrary. So we can always pick δ, such that
By Theorem . , E N+ + ∆tC N+ is positive and therefore D N+ is also positive:
In particular, assume the body force f = . Dropping some nonnegative term reduces ( . ) to
Let us close this section by noting that the proposed techniques do not work for the full NSE due to the technical di culty of bounding the nonlinear terms. The question of stability of the unstable mode of CNLF for full NSE with rotation term seems nontrivial and is still open.
Error Analysis for STAFASL
We proceed to give an a priori error estimate for the approximations studied herein. Due to the intricateness of the proofs, for the compactness, we only analyze the error of STAFASL scheme. With minor modi cations, we will get the analogous results of convergence rate for FASL.
Let t n := n∆t, n = , , , . . . , N T , and T := N T ∆t. Denote u n = u(⋅, t n ) and e n = u n − u n h . We introduce the following discrete norms:
Our convergence analysis result is stated as follows.
Theorem . (Convergence of STAFASL).
Consider the STAFASL scheme. Suppose (u, p) satis es the following regularity conditions:
Then, for ∆t su ciently small, there is a positive constant C independent of the mesh width and time step such that
It should be noted that STAFASL is a three-level method. To obtain (u h , p h ) one must solve the rst step by another two-level scheme. The errors in this rst step will a ect the overall convergence rate. Thus a second (such as Crank-Nicolson) or higher order method must be used for FASL and STAFASL to achieve the optimal convergence. In particular, for Taylor-Hood elements, i.e., k = , s = , we have the following result.
Corollary . . Under the assumptions of Theorem . , with (X h , Q h
) given by the Taylor-Hood approximation elements (k = , s = ), e assumed to be , using a second order method in the rst step, we have
Proof of Theorem . . The variational formulation of STAFASL is, for all
At time t n , the true solution (u, p) of the NSE with rotation force satis es
for all v h ∈ V h , where τ(u n ; v h ) represents the consistency error
We denote C n+ = (Λ h (ξ n ), ξ n+ ) for all n. By the skew symmetry of Λ h , we have
Setting v h = ξ n+ + ξ n− ∈ V h and summing up ( . ) from n = to n = N gives
De ne the ξ energy terms by
Then ( . ) can be rewritten as
As in the proof of stability, we have
Applying interpolation inequalities to ( . ) gives
We use the discrete Gronwall inequality below without proving; for reference see Heywood and Rannacher [ ].
Lemma . . Let D ≥ and, for any integer n
Suppose that for all n, ∆tκ n ≤ , and set g n = ( − ∆tκ n ) − . Then,
Let ∆t be su ciently small, i.e., C∆t < ( + ν − |||∇u||| ∞, ) − . Applying Lemma . yields
Recall that e n = η n + ξ n . Using the triangle inequality on the error equation, applying inequality ( . ), using the previous bounds for η terms, and absorbing constants into a new constant C, we arrive at the assertion of Theorem . .
Numerical Tests
We present three numerical experiments to test the algorithms proposed herein. First, given exact solutions of the Green-Taylor vortex problem, we verify the optimal convergence rates of our methods (both FASL and STAFASL). Second, we test the stability and con rm that STAFASL successfully eliminates the time step condition, which however a ects FASL. Finally, our method is tested with the benchmark problem of ow around a cylinder. This experiment shows that STAFASL successfully produces the vortex street, while the ows generated by FASL are not stable and blow up shortly. The code was implemented using the software package FreeFEM++; see Hecht [ ].
. Test : Green-Taylor Vortex
The rst test is designed to verify the convergence rates of our methods. We select the velocity eld given by the Green-Taylor vortex, rst studied in Green and Taylor [ ] and Taylor [ ]. The exact velocity eld is given by
de ned on the domain Ω = ( , ) . We take
where m is the number of subdivisions of the interval ( , ). We choose the Coriolis term to be f C = ( , , ) and utilize Taylor-Hood nite elements for the discretization. Newton iterations are applied to solve the nonlinear system with ‖w (j+ ) − w (j) ‖ H (Ω) < − as a stopping criterion. We use the standard Crank-Nicolson scheme for the rst step. Assuming that the numerical errors are related to the grid size via e(h) = Ch β , the convergence rate β is calculated by β = ln(e(h )/e(h ))/ ln(h /h ) where h and h are two successive values of h. We take the boundary condition on the problem to be inhomogeneous Dirichlet: u h = u exact on ∂Ω. The exact velocity eld is not very sensitive in the selected time interval, so we choose the mean velocity eld to be
The errors and convergence rates are presented in Tables and . From the tables, we see that the rates of convergence of both algorithms con rm the predicted convergence rates from theory, and the errors of STAFASL are comparable with those of FASL.
. Test : Stability Test
In this experiment, we test and compare the stability conditions of our methods for uid ows with Coriolis force. We con rm the time step restriction for stability of FASL as well as the unconditional stability of STAFASL. Let Ω = ( , ) and ν = /Re = / . We take the source term f and the boundary condition to be and the initial condition is given by
We compute the kinetic energy E n = ‖u h ‖ using two methods proposed herein: FASL and STAFASL. The standard Crank-Nicolson scheme is employed for the rst step. For a system lacking of external energy exchange and body forces, the true kinetic energy decays over time, thus, the variation of its numerical approximation could give us a clear conclusion on the schemes' stability: big growth means the scheme is unstable; decay means the scheme is stable and the unstable mode is damped. Since the velocity also quickly converges to , it is reasonable to choose mean velocity U = . Under this setting, the CFL condition ( . ) of FASL reduces to ∆t < ‖f C ‖ − ∞ . Let h = / and nal time T = . . The variation of energy in time is plotted at di erent time step size to show the experimental stability restriction of our methods. We run the test with di erent values of f C , i.e., f C = ( , , ), f C = ( , , ), f C = ( , , . ) to verify how time step restriction depends on the rotation force.
Our result is shown in Figure . We observe that STAFASL is unconditionally stable in all cases. In the meantime, FASL is shown to be stable with ∆t ≲ and ∆t ≲ for f C = ( , , ) and ( , , ), respectively. In case f C = ( , , . ), FASL is virtually stable with all time step sizes. These results completely match with the CFL condition ( . ).
. Test : Flow Around a Cylinder
Our next numerical experiment is for the two-dimensional time-dependent ow around a cylinder, which is a well-known benchmark problem introduced in Schäfer and Turek [ ]. This problem has been employed in Layton et al. [ , , ] to demonstrate the reliability of certain regularization algorithms for underresolved simulations of the NSE. In this work, our stabilization method aims to eliminate the CFL condition from implicit-explicit time stepping scheme instead. With that goal, we will show that STAFASL produces reasonable simulations (vortex street is formed) while una ected by time step restriction that is necessary for FASL.
We consider domain Ω to be a . × . rectangular channel with a cylinder of radius . centered at ( . , . ). On the cylinder, top and bottom of the channel, we impose no-slip boundary conditions, while the in ow and out ow pro les are prescribed by
We set the external force f = , the viscosity ν = − , the rotation term f C = , and the initial condition
The mean velocity is chosen to be the solution to the corresponding stationary problem with the in ow and out ow pro les Based on the input velocity and the cylinder diameter L = . , the Reynolds number satis es Re = . For this value of Re, the ow is in the laminar regime, with a Kármán vortex street developing behind the cylinder. Particularly, the eddy becomes unstable from t = , and then are shed on alternate sides of the cylinder between t = and t = .
The solutions to FASL and STAFASL are computed with Taylor-Hood elements on an under-resolved triangular mesh providing total DOFs, re ned near the cylinder (see Figure ) , and time step ∆t = . . Newton iterations are applied to solve the nonlinear system with a ‖w (j+ ) − w (j) ‖ H (Ω) < − as a stopping criterion. The Crank-Nicolson scheme is utilized for the rst time step.
First, we observe that for FASL, Newton iteration fails to converge at t = . . Figure shows that the approximated energy of FASL has already gone up and is % bigger than true value before Newton iteration diverges. Therefore, the instability of FASL at ∆t = . must account for this. This instability illustrates the practical di culty of assigning a precise numerical value to the CFL limit for the timestep. On the other hand, the simulation result of STAFASL is satisfactory: this method is stable and the ow pattern produced by STAFASL matches with those in John [ ] and Layton et al. [ ] . This evolution can be seen in Figure , where the vorticity contours are plotted at t = , , , and .
Conclusions
CNLF is generally believed to be unstable in the unstable mode (u n+ − u n− ) and the timestep restriction imposed by LF can be very restrictive. This report gives a comprehensive stability analysis proving that, for Oseen with rotation term, the unstable mode of CNLF is actually stable under the same CFL condition for the stability of the stable mode (u n+ + u n− ). We also propose and analyze a stabilized CNLF (STAFASL) that eliminates the timestep restrictions of CNLF for NSE with rotation term, based on a fast-slow splitting method. Further, this stabilization method also removes the timestep restriction for stability of the unstable mode of the Oseen problem. Still, the proof of controlling the unstable mode of the full NSE with rotation term is an open question. Numerical tests con rm the second order convergence rate of STAFASL and the superiority of the STAFASL over FASL in stability. continuous support and guidance. 
